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ABSTRACT
Incentives Can Reduce Bias in Online
Reviews*
Online reviews are a powerful means of propagating the reputations of products, services,
and even employers. However, existing research suggests that online reviews often
suffer from selection bias – people with extreme opinions are more motivated to share
them than people with moderate opinions, resulting in biased distributions of reviews.
Providing incentives for reviewing has the potential to reduce this selection bias, because
incentives can mitigate the motivational deficit of people who hold moderate opinions.
Using data from one of the leading employer review companies, Glassdoor, we show that
voluntary reviews have a different distribution from incentivized reviews. The likely bias in
the distribution of voluntary reviews can affect workers’ choice of employers, because it
changes the ranking of industries by average employee satisfaction. Because observational
data from Glassdoor are not able to provide a measure of the true distribution of employer
reviews, we complement our investigation with a randomized controlled experiment on
MTurk. We find that when participants’ decision to review their employer is voluntary, the
resulting distribution of reviews differs from the distribution of forced reviews. Moreover,
providing relatively high monetary rewards or a pro-social cue as incentives for reviewing
reduces this bias. We conclude that while voluntary employer reviews often suffer from
selection bias, incentives can significantly reduce bias and help workers make more
informed employer choices.
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Reducing Bias in Online Reviews
Incentives can reduce bias in online reviews

1. Introduction
In the age of the internet, one’s reputation is almost never a blank slate. Consumers can easily
find reviews of most products and services in the marketplace because other consumers have
gone to the trouble of posting their opinions of these products and services online. These online
reviews are an important decision aid for consumers (Chatterjee 2001; Chintagunta, Gopinath,
and Venkataraman 2010; Floyd et al. 2014; Luca 2016; Mayzlin et al. 2013; Moe and Trusov
2011; Senecal and Nantel 2004), and can be helpful in making economic decisions large and
small.
Choosing a job is a high-stakes decision that can be influenced by online reviews. Online
reviews help to fill information gaps related to employer quality and other attributes such as
salary and benefits (Card et al. 2012). A recent survey of randomly selected job seekers finds that
48% of them have used Glassdoor, the largest employer review website in the United-States, to
gather information about employers (Forbes 2014). However, the largely voluntary nature of
online reviews means that their aggregation may not always truthfully represent the true
distribution of workers’ satisfaction with their employers. If workers selectively choose to post
reviews depending on how they feel about their employers -- either due to strongly positive or
strongly negative opinions -- the resulting distribution of reviews may suffer from selection bias.
We propose that providing incentives for reviewing can be a promising solution to address such
bias.
To provide incentives to review an employer, Glassdoor limits access to information on its
website unless the user agrees to provide an employer review, or some other information that
Glassdoor publishes, such as an anonymous salary report. This is known at Glassdoor as the
“Give-to-Get” model, i.e. give information to get information. In this article, we measure how
the distribution of employer reviews incentivized by this Give-to-Get (GTG) mechanism differ
from those voluntarily submitted to Glassdoor.
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We find that compared to incentivized reviews, voluntary employer reviews on Glassdoor
have a significantly different distribution, exhibiting relatively more extreme “one star” and “five
stars” reviews. Even after controlling for observable characteristics like employee tenure,
voluntary reviews are 1.4 percentage points more likely to be one star, and 4.3 percentage points
more likely to be five star compared to incentivized GTG reviews. On average, voluntary
reviews have a more positive perception of employers than GTG reviews. To the extent that this
is indicative of a biased distribution of voluntary reviews, can this bias significantly influence
workers’ choices among employers in the labor market?
To assess the importance of this form of bias for employees’ choices among employers, we
rank industries by average star rating reported by employees. We find that the industry ranking
based on voluntary reviews is significantly different from the ranking based on incentivized
reviews. Thus, a worker may be misled and gravitate toward jobs in, for example, advertising
and marketing over an otherwise similar job in consulting, due to the inflated ratings of
advertising and marketing employers among voluntary reviews. By affecting the perception of
employer desirability, the likely bias in voluntary online employer reviews has the potential to
affect important life choices.
However, one drawback of assessing bias in observational online employer reviews is that the
“true” underlying distribution of employee opinion cannot be directly observed. In the absence of
data on the true distribution of employee sentiment, one cannot be certain that voluntary reviews
are in fact biased relative to incentivized reviews. To address this issue, we turn to a randomized
controlled experiment on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, an online panel widely used in behavioral
experiments (Burmester et al. 2011). We experimentally manipulate participants’ ability to opt
out of providing an employer review, and find that voluntary reviews are negatively biased
relative to forced reviews, which are the best measure of the “true” distribution of employer
ratings. On average, voluntary reviews are 0.6 stars lower than forced reviews (p < 0.05). We
then experimentally manipulate incentives to review and find that two types of incentives
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increase the response rate and also decrease bias in reviews—a relatively high monetary
incentive (75% of the study payment as reward for completing a review) and a nonspecific prosocial incentive (a request to consider how one’s review will be helpful to others). Our MTurk
experiment eliminates selection effects and allows us to show that the distribution of voluntary
employer reviews is in fact biased relative to the distribution of forced reviews, and that
incentives for reviewing can help to remedy this bias.
Our work makes two key contributions to existing research on reputation and online reviews.
First, while prior studies have suspected that bias exists in online reviews based on the shape of
the distribution, we use experimental evidence to rigorously document bias (Chevalier and
Mayzlin 2006; Hu et al. 2007). By comparing voluntary reviews with experimentally collected
forced reviews, we can directly measure bias in the distribution of observed voluntary employer
ratings.
Our second key contribution is that we leverage data from both an employer reviews website
and an MTurk experiment to demonstrate that incentives -- both in a controlled experiment and
in a real-world business setting -- can significantly reduce bias in online reviews. An important
lesson from this work is that providing incentives does not need to be expensive: offering further
information in exchange for reviewing or reminding people that their reviews can help others
appear to be effective tools to reduce bias. This finding is important because it is possible that
providing incentives to review could increase bias in observed reviews by encouraging the
“wrong” people to review. In practice, we do not find this type of trade-off between offering
incentives and accuracy of reviews. Instead, our findings suggest that online retailers and service
providers could improve the quality of reviews by incentivizing users to provide reviews.
Existing literature has mostly focused on reviews of goods and services to consumers (e.g. for
services Fradkin et al. 2015). A small number of studies have analyzed worker and employer
reviews in online work platforms (e.g Pallais 2014, Benson et al. 2015, Filippas et al. 2017). By
showing that employer reviews on online work platforms are valuable to both workers and
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employers, Benson et al. (2015) validate the importance of employer reviews more generally.
Our work complements this literature on online work platforms by focusing on online reviews of
offline employers, and by studying the role of incentives in mitigating bias in online reviews.
More broadly, our work speaks to the usefulness of online data as a powerful complement to
government surveys that track economic outcomes. Online data are abundant and can be cheap to
collect. However, since participation on websites is typically voluntary, the resulting information
may be biased due to selection, and proper survey design and interpretation is needed (Philipson,
2001, Dillman et al. 2014). Representative government surveys not subject to these types of optin selection biases may seem more reliable. However, there is no government survey of worker
satisfaction at the employer level, which is the focus of our paper. Furthermore, in practice the
response rates for many prominent U.S. government surveys have been declining over time
(Meyer et al. 2015), eroding their reliability. Our findings suggest that online data based on
incentivized online responses can be reliable if properly administered, and that government
surveys may also benefit from greater use of participation incentives to help fight the recent
decline in response rates.

2. Literature Review and Hypothesis Development
2.1. Literature Review
The largely voluntary nature of online reviews means that their aggregation may not truthfully
represent the quality of the products and services they are meant to review. If people selectively
choose to post reviews of some products and services but not of others, the resulting distribution
of reviews may suffer from selection bias. Indeed, existing research finds that the distributions of
most reviews of retail products, motion pictures, books, and medical physicians are “J-shaped,”
meaning that consumers are more likely to provide positive reviews than negative reviews, and
to an even greater extent more likely to provide positive reviews than moderate reviews
(Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006; Hu et al. 2007; Liu 2006; Lu and Rui 2017). These skewed
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distributions stand in contrast to “bell curve” distributions obtained in randomized experiments
in which participants do not have a choice but are instead instructed to provide reviews of
products. In these experiments, moderate evaluations form the overwhelming majority of
reviews (Hu et al., 2009). These results suggest that consumers with moderate opinions are less
motivated to provide reviews than consumers with extreme opinions, and raise the possibility
that online reviews may not adequately represent the true underlying quality of the products and
services they evaluate, thereby limiting their usefulness as a decision aid for consumers.
Moreover, existing research on the psychological factors motivating word-of-mouth sharing
highlights the ways in which non-representative distributions of reviews can occur. Studies find
that people are more likely to share emotionally charged information than non-arousing
information and are also likely to share information to gain social acceptance (Berger 2011;
Berger and Milkman 2012; Chen 2017). Beyond personal motives for sharing information,
environmental cues also affect whether people post information online. One study of factors
underlying word-of-mouth communication among consumers of a variety of products and
services finds that the environmental reminders and public visibility of products makes people
more likely to discuss them with others (Berger and Schwartz 2011). Similar processes may
operate in online employer reviews, whereby employers who advertise more or are more visible
in the marketplace are also more likely to be reviewed. Considering all of these factors together
makes it clear why people may selectively review certain employers and certain employment
experiences while neglecting to review others. If emotional and extreme employment
experiences—negative or positive—are more likely to motivate employees to review their
employers, then the resulting distribution of reviews visible to potential employees is likely to be
biased.
Can the bias in online employer reviews be reduced? Here we test one way to do so by
measuring the effects of different incentives on the resulting distribution of reviews. One
mechanism that can explain the J-shaped distributions characteristic of online reviews is a
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motivational one. Consumers who are either highly satisfied or highly dissatisfied with their
product or service are more likely to be motivated to post a positive or negative review,
respectively, than consumers who do not have a strong opinion. This mechanism suggests that by
changing the motivation underlying the decision to provide a review, this selection bias can be
mitigated.
Perhaps the most basic way to change motivation is to change incentives (Gneezy et al. 2011).
Consumers who do not feel strongly about a product or service and therefore lie in the middle of
the distribution may not be motivated enough to provide a review. Providing an external
incentive may motivate these consumers to provide reviews, and thereby reduce the bias
commonly found in online reviews (King et al. 2014). Existing psychological research suggests
that people are motivated by both the desire to benefit themselves and also by the desire to do
good unto others (Buss, 1989; Dunn et al. 2008; Klein et al. 2015). In our experiment, we
therefore provide different levels of monetary incentives and different kinds of pro-social
incentives in order to understand the kinds and magnitude of incentives needed to reduce bias in
employer reviews.
2.2. Hypothesis development
2.2.1. Glassdoor Hypotheses
People who volunteer to review their employer on Glassdoor must feel motivated to do so.
This motivation may create a selection effect and thus skew the distribution of reviews: for
example, people who feel angry at their employer may be more likely to provide a review and
vent their emotions online than observationally similar people who are indifferent. In general,
voluntary reviews are not likely to be representative of the true underlying opinion of the
population of all employees. In fact, prior literature on “Online Word of Mouth” suggests that
consumers of products are not all equally likely to review. Very dissatisfied or very satisfied
customers are more likely to provide a review (King, Racherla, and Bush 2014). However, the
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existing literature has not explored the online reviewing behavior of employees rather than
consumers.
Incentives for reviewing can provide a motivation for employees to review, independently of
how strongly they feel about the employer or the value of providing a review. Therefore,
incentives should be able to encourage a broader array of people to review, fostering a more
representative sample of employees and therefore a less biased distribution of reviews.

Hypothesis 1: The distribution of incentivized reviews is different from the distribution of
voluntary reviews on Glassdoor.
If the distribution of reviews is different, this will also lead to differences in the perception of
different industries, leading to our next hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2: The ranking of industries by average employer rating is different when using
incentivized reviews rather than voluntary reviews on Glassdoor.

2.2.2. MTurk Hypotheses
Observational data from online platforms such as Glassdoor cannot measure the “true”
underlying distribution of employer reviews because of self-selection on the reviewers’ part. To
measure the magnitude of bias in employer reviews, we conducted an experiment that allowed us
to compare the distributions of reviews with and without the ability to choose whether to provide
a review (i.e. with or without self-selection). The experiment manipulated whether participants
were forced to review their main employer or had the choice of whether or not to review their
main employer. The Choice condition corresponded to the process by which voluntary reviews
are collected in practice on Glassdoor, whereas the Forced condition provided an approximation
of the true underlying distribution of reviews. We compared the distribution of self-selected
reviews to the distribution of reviews without self-selection. Comparing these two distributions
allowed us to measure the extent of selection bias in employer reviews.
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Hypothesis 3: In the MTurk sample, the distribution of forced reviews will differ from the
distribution of self-selected reviews in the choice condition.
In addition, we also tested whether different types of incentives can mitigate selection bias
differently. The MTurk experiment tested five types of incentives in total, determined by random
assignment. Two of the incentives were monetary—a low monetary incentive provided
participants with a 25% increase in their payment for the experiment if they reviewed their
employer, and a high monetary incentive provided participants with a 75% increase in their
payment for the experiment if they did so. The other three incentives were pro-social, and
focused on different facets of helping others through the contribution of a review. First, a
nonspecific prosocial incentive framed employer reviews as a way to help others make better
employment decisions. Second, a negative prosocial incentive framed employer reviews as a way
to protect employees from the worst employers to work for. This type of incentive is actually
used by non-profits that attempt to encourage people to review their employers in order to
expose employers who mistreat their (mostly low-income) employees. Third, to test for potential
asymmetries in the valence of the prosocial incentive, we included a positive prosocial incentive
that framed employer reviews as a way to inform employees about the best employers to work
for. We predicted that because of the motivational deficit that discourages “middle-of-the-road”
reviews, any incentive that increases the motivation to provide employer reviews should also
reduce selection bias.
Hypothesis 4: Incentives that are successful in increasing response rates in self-selected
reviews will also reduce bias in the distribution of reviews.

3. Glassdoor Data and Methods
3.1. Glassdoor Methods
Glassdoor is an online job site that houses content such as anonymously reported salaries,
online job postings, and anonymous employer reviews. The employer ratings scale at Glassdoor
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follows a classic Likert ratings scale: 1 stars to 5 stars, with 5 stars representing the highest level
of employee satisfaction. Like other websites that house ratings and reviews, any person is free
to visit Glassdoor to post employer reviews. We treat people who log onto the website and post a
review without being prompted to do so as providing voluntary reviews. In contrast, Glassdoor
also has an alternative method of employer review generation. When a user first visits the site,
after viewing three pieces of content (such as three salaries, one review and two salaries, or any
other combination of three pieces of online content), he or she is forced to submit a piece of
content themselves in order to continue viewing additional content. This economic incentive to
contribute content is referred to as the company’s Give-to-Get (GTG) policy.
We treat people who post a review after being prompted to contribute content in exchange for
access for more information as providing incentivized reviews. As of January 2018, roughly 24
percent of employer reviews collected by Glassdoor were contributed immediately after facing
the GTG policy; the remaining 76 percent were either voluntarily contributed or left by users
who had faced the GTG policy at some earlier time and returned to the site to contribute. The
GTG policy has been in place since the company’s founding in 2007, and is deployed uniformly
across all industries and occupations. More information about the company’s GTG policy is
available at http://help.glassdoor.com/article/Give-to-get-policy/en_US/. 1
We use a sample of 188,623 U.S. employer reviews published on Glassdoor from 2013 to
2016. We keep in the sample only the most recent review of a person’s current employer. To be
able to control for demographic bias, we keep only Glassdoor users for which we have available
age, gender, and highest education. Additionally, all the reviews we used came from a
recognizable device—mobile phone, desktop computer, or tablet. To be able to control for
differences in ratings because of a company’s size or status, the reviews used were also only
those for which the reviewed employer belonged to a known industry, geographic state, and had
For an example of previous research examining the external validity of Glassdoor reviews
relative to a well-known measure of employee satisfaction from Fortune’s “100 Best Companies
to Work For,” see Huang et al. (2015), Section 2.3.
1
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a known number of employees. Lastly, to focus on individuals who are thorough in their reviews
and therefore more likely to provide quality reviews, all the reviews we used had every rating
field in the online review survey filled in.
Table 1 shows summary statistics for the Glassdoor sample of reviews, as well as for the
MTurk sample we used in the subsequent experiment.

3.2. Glassdoor Results
We test for differences between voluntary and GTG reviews in terms of both the mean of the
distribution and the overall shape of the distributions. Graphically, we can see that the
distribution of voluntary ratings includes more one star and five star ratings than the distribution
of GTG ratings (Figure 1). The difference between the two distributions is statistically significant
at the 1% level according to a chi-squared test.
When running OLS regressions in Table 2, we can see that voluntary reviews tend to be
slightly more positive: after controlling for observables, we find that a voluntary review gives a
significant 0.035 star extra on average (column 2). After controls, voluntary reviews are 1.4
percentage points more likely to be one star (column 4), and they are 4.3 percentage points more
likely to be five stars (column 6). This pattern explains the positive bias in the average number of
stars resulting from voluntary reviews. Using an ordered logit in columns 1 and 2, and a logit in
columns 3-6 leads to the same qualitative results (results not shown). In further analysis available
upon request, we show that these results are robust to controlling for observables by propensity
score matching and cross-validation rather than by adding observable characteristics in a linear
fashion.
These results confirm our Hypothesis 1, i.e. that the distribution voluntary reviews is different
from the distribution of reviews that are incentivized via the GTG policy.
Voluntary reviews are more positive than incentivized reviews, but does this matter in
practice? When people browse Glassdoor, they typically aim to find information about
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employers that could help them decide which employer to work for. Therefore, if the bias in
reviews due to self-selection does not affect the ranking of employers, then this bias may not be
important in practice.
It turns out that the difference in the distribution of observed voluntary reviews relative to
give-to-get reviews is not innocuous. Instead, it can substantially affect the ranking of industries 2
to which employers belong. Figure 2 plots the ranking (lower rank means better reviews) of
frequent industries (those with at least 500 reviews collected via the GTG policy) for GTG vs.
voluntary reviews. The 45-degree line indicates that the rank of an industry is the same under
GTG and voluntary reviews: an example of such an industry is colleges & universities. Industries
below the 45-degree line are ranked worse under GTG than under voluntary reviews, and there
are many such industries in the graph, which is consistent with the fact that voluntary reviews
tend to be more positive. To the extent that incentivized GTG ratings are more accurate, the
consulting industry is a much more desirable (lower rank) industry than the advertising &
marketing industry. Yet, if we rely only on voluntary reviews, advertising & marketing appears
more desirable than consulting. Those who only have access to voluntary reviews may gravitate
toward jobs in advertising & marketing as a result, even though comparable jobs in the
consulting industry are in fact more “desirable” from the perspective of employees. These results
confirm our Hypothesis 2.
An important limitation of this analysis is that observational data alone do not necessarily
reveal the true population distribution of employer ratings: even with GTG incentives, not all
employees will rate their employers. Though there are reasons to believe that GTG reviews are
less biased than voluntary reviews, we cannot know this with certainty without information about
the true distribution of employer ratings. To assess this bias more rigorously, we next turn to an
experiment on MTurk where we measure both the true underlying distribution of employer
2

In principle, one could rank employers (rather than industries) according to give to get ratings
vs. incentivized ratings. However, we did not extract this data to protect employers’ personally
identifiable information. Furthermore, the ranking of industries arguably provides more general
information that many workers are likely to be interested in.
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reviews and the self-selected distribution when people have the option not to provide a review.
The experiment will further allows us to test which types of incentives are most effective in
getting people to review and correct bias from self-selection.

4. MTurk Experiment
4.1. Participants

Participants (N = 639) were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to
participate in a five-minute survey about employer reviews in exchange for $0.20, a typical
payment in this marketplace. We selected our sample size to have at least 50 participants per cell
in our experiment, which gave us at least 80% chance of detecting differences between our
conditions based on a power analysis. MTurk is an online marketplace matching researchers with
participants interested in doing experiments in exchange for monetary compensation
(Buhrmester et al. 2011; Paolacci et al. 2010). To be eligible, participants had to be U.S.
residents, employed in a job outside of Amazon MTurk (referred to as their “main employer”),
and could not be self-employed. Table 1 provides demographic details about this sample. The
only notable difference between the Glassdoor sample and the Amazon MTurk sample based on
the available demographic data 3 is the greater representation of large employers on the Glassdoor
website. With this exception, the Glassdoor and MTurk samples appear very similar.

4.2. Procedures
The experiment included two factors and 12 experimental conditions, resulting in a
2(Choice vs. Forced Review) 6(Incentive: None, High Monetary, Low Monetary, Nonspecific
Prosocial, Positive Prosocial, Negative Prosocial) between-subjects design. Participants were
3

There could be unobserved differences between the Glassdoor and MTurk populations. For
example, the average Glassdoor website visitor might be less likely to agree to do a survey for
low payment than the average MTurk participant. However, this does not diminish the ability to
compare between self-selected MTurk reviews and MTurk reviews without self-selection, as this
experiment does.
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first randomly assigned to either the Choice or the Forced condition. In the Choice conditions,
participants were asked whether they were interested in providing a review of their main
employer (refusing to do so did not affect their base compensation for this experiment). Thus, the
Choice conditions were a proxy for what the distribution of reviews looks like when participants
self-select whether to review or not. This approximates the collection of voluntary reviews in the
Glassdoor sample. In the Forced conditions, participants were simply instructed to review their
main employer, and refusing to do so meant terminating their participation and canceling their
base compensation for the experiment; no participant in these conditions terminated their
participation. Thus, the Forced condition is a proxy for what the true underlying distribution of
reviews looks like without self-selection. There was no theoretically equivalent condition in the
Glassdoor sample to this Forced condition, because in the real world people are never forced to
log onto the website and provide reviews.
The incentives for reviewing were also randomly assigned. In the No Incentive condition,
participants did not receive any additional compensation for reviewing their employer. In all
other conditions, participants were given an incentive to provide a review. Two incentives
conditions were monetary. In the Low Monetary Incentive condition, participants were given an
additional $0.05 if they reviewed their main employer (a 25% increase to base compensation). In
the High Monetary Incentive condition, participants were given an additional $0.15 if they
reviewed their main employer (a 75% increase to base compensation). These monetary
incentives are low in terms of raw amounts, which makes for a conservative test of whether they
can increase people’s willingness to review their employers. At the same time, because these
monetary incentives are high relative to the common payment in this marketplace, they could
change people’s behavior. The other three incentives were pro-social, focusing on different ways
in which participants’ reviews can help others. In the Nonspecific Prosocial condition,
participants were asked to provide their review because it would help communicate important
information to people and help them make educated decisions about working for different
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employers. In the Positive Prosocial condition, participants were asked to provide their review to
“expose and reveal the best employers to work for” and thereby help people seek out these good
employers. Finally, in the Negative Prosocial condition, participants were asked to provide their
review to “expose and reveal the worst employers to work for” and thereby help people avoid
these bad employers. All of the manipulations in this experiment were “between-subjects,”
whereby each participant was assigned to either the Choice or the Forced conditions and to only
one incentive regime.
After learning their incentive regime, participants in the Choice conditions were asked
whether they are willing to review their main employer. Choice participants who agreed were
asked to provide their overall rating of their main employer on a scale identical to the one used
on the Glassdoor website. Choice participants who declined were not asked to review their main
employer. Participants in the Forced conditions completed reviews of their main employer on an
identical scale without being given a choice of whether to do so. The scale for reviewing
employers comprised of five stars, with five stars representing the highest possible rating and
one star the lowest. This was our main dependent variable.
All participants (including those who declined to review their main employer) then provided
details about their employer, including tenure with this employer, the industry of the employer,
and the size of employer. Finally, all participants completed questions about their personal
demographics, were thanked, and dismissed.

4.3. Results
4.3.1. Efficacy of Incentives. We first analyzed the Choice conditions to test the efficacy of the
different incentives in motivating participants to elect to provide employer reviews. Figure 3
presents the results. An omnibus chi-square test across incentives revealed that the incentive
affected the choice to provide a review, χ2 = 10.50, p = 0.062. Compared to the No Incentive
condition (M = 66.7%), the High Monetary incentive (M = 83.9%) significantly increased
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reviews, χ2 = 4.42 , p = 0.036, and the Nonspecific Prosocial incentive (M = 81.5%) marginally
increased reviews, χ2 = 3.09 , p = 0.079. The other incentives did not meaningfully increase
reviews compared to the No Incentive condition, χ2s < 0.03, ps > 0.88.
Because response rates in the No Incentive condition were relatively high, this limited the
room for meaningful increases. Nevertheless, these results suggest that two types of incentives
increased response rates, namely the High Monetary incentive and the Nonspecific Prosocial
incentive (albeit marginally). The latter is more cost-effective, because it requires merely
reminding participants of the prosocial benefits of their reviews rather than paying them with
additional funds. Interestingly, the Low Monetary incentive did not increase response rates,
consistent with existing research suggesting that the effects of monetary incentives on behavior
are nonlinear (Gneezy et al. 2011). To increase response rates for employer reviews requiring
less than a minute, a relatively high monetary incentive (75% of base payment) was required.

4.3.2. Bias in Employer Reviews Without Incentives.
We assume that the Forced condition without incentives is the closest approximation to the
true underlying distribution of employer ratings because it is not affected by incentives or selfselection. We tested selection effects in the absence of incentives by comparing the positivity of
employer reviews in the Choice condition without incentives and the Forced condition without
incentives. On average, employer ratings were significantly more negative when participants had
the choice of whether to provide them (M = 2.30, SD = 1.89) relative to when participants were
forced to provide them (M = 4.02, SD = 0.86), t(106) = -6.10, p < 0.001, d = 1.18. Moreover, the
distributions of the reviews differed between the Choice and Forced conditions without
incentives, χ2(4) = 8.54, p = 0.074. As Figure 4 shows, voluntary reviews exhibited a downward
bias in employer ratings. This result is consistent with our Hypothesis 3. When left to make their
own choices, people provide more negative reviews compared to the distribution of forced
reviews. In contrast to what we observed in Glassdoor data, here selection effects did not
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polarize ratings toward both extremes. Whereas voluntary Glassdoor reviews had both more
negative and more positive extremes, in the MTurk sample selection effects biased the
distribution downwards. We discuss one possible explanation of this difference between the
Glassdoor and MTurk datasets below in the Discussion.

4.3.3. Bias in Employer Reviews with Incentives.
Next, we examined whether the different incentive regimes affected the selection bias in
employer ratings. We first examined the incentives we found to be effective in increasing
response rates, namely the High Monetary incentive and the Nonspecific Prosocial incentive. As
Figures 5 and 6 show, neither of these incentives resulted in a biased distribution of reviews
compared to the Forced condition with no incentives (which we treat as an approximation of the
true distribution), χ2s < 4.02, p > 0.403. In addition, we conducted a regression with the choice
condition as the independent variable and employer ratings as the dependent variable along with
control and demographic variables. As Table 3 shows, participants who received the High
Monetary or Nonspecific Prosocial incentives and could choose whether to review provided
reviews that were not biased compared to participants who received these incentives and were
forced to review. In sum, these results suggest that these two types of incentives not only
increase response rates, but also result in review distributions that more closely mirror the true
distribution (i.e., the distribution in the Forced response without incentives), consistent with our
Hypothesis 4.
We next compared the distribution of reviews in the High Monetary incentive condition in
the MTurk experiment and the Glassdoor GTG reviews. As Figure 7 shows, the two distributions
were not different from each other, suggesting that across these two different sample of
participants, a self-oriented incentive (GTG in the Glassdoor case, High Monetary Incentive in
the MTurk case) resulted in similar distributions of reviews.
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We next examined bias in reviews for the other 3 incentives that did not increase responses
rates, namely the Low Monetary, Positive Prosocial, and Negative Prosocial incentives. As Table
4 shows, compared to the no incentive condition in which participants were forced to provide
reviews, none of these incentive conditions resulted in biased distributions of reviews. Thus,
although the low monetary, positive prosocial, and negative prosocial incentives failed to
motivate responses, they nevertheless eliminated the selection effects found in voluntary
reviews. This result suggests that incentives can reduce bias without increasing overall response
rates, presumably because they change the composition of individuals willing to provide reviews.
In sum, we find that the two incentives most effective in increasing response rates also do
not exhibit detectable selection effects. The distributions of reviews resulting from the High
Monetary and Nonspecific Prosocial incentives are not statistically different from the distribution
resulting from Forced reviews with no incentives, suggesting that these two incentive regimes
not only increase response rates, but also reduce bias from self-selection.

4.3.4. Framing Effects.
We next tested for framing effects, whereby the incentives themselves can affect the
distribution of forced reviews without any effects on selection. In other words, participants may
have provided systematically more positive or negative reviews as a result of merely thinking
about different incentives even when they did not have a choice about whether or not to review
their main employer (i.e. in the Forced condition). For example, the Positive Prosocial incentive,
because it brings to mind good employers, might increase reported positive ratings. To test for a
framing effect, we again assume that the true distribution of employer reviews is best
approximated by the Forced condition without incentives. A framing effect is then defined as the
impact of an incentive in the Forced condition compared to the Forced condition without
incentives. Table 5 presents the results of a regression that separates framing effects and
selection effects. The framing effects are measured by the effects on employer reviews of the
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different incentives in the Forced condition (first set of coefficients in Table 5); the selection
effects are measured by the interaction between the Choice conditions and these incentives
(coefficients on incentives in lines below Choice* in Table 5 are interaction effects between
Choice and the specific incentive). All effects are expressed relative to the Forced condition
without incentives. The simple coefficients associated with the different incentives relative to the
Forced No Incentive condition correspond to framing effects, and the interaction terms
correspond to selection effects.
Relative to the Forced No Incentive condition, the Nonspecific Prosocial incentive and the
Positive Prosocial incentives resulted in more negative ratings. These results suggest that these
two incentives were associated with negative framing effects—merely thinking about how one’s
reviews will help others (Nonspecific Prosocial incentive) or about revealing the best employers
to work for (Positive Prosocial incentive) led participants to provide more negative ratings
relative to the Forced No Incentive condition. This result appears consistent with existing
research that suggests that when thinking of others, people err on the side of caution because the
possibility that they would lead others to the make a wrong decision looms large in people’s
minds (Dana and Cain 2015). By providing more negative reviews, participants in these
prosocial incentive conditions may have been trying to avoid giving overly rosy views of their
employers to others. The other incentives were not associated with framing effects.
Interestingly, the nonspecific prosocial incentive also resulted in a positive selection effect,
because the interaction between the Choice condition and the Positive Prosocial condition was
significantly positive. The magnitudes of the framing effect and the selection effect for the
nonspecific prosocial incentive were similar, leading them to cancel each other out. This resulted
in an unbiased distribution of reviews for the Nonspecific Prosocial condition relative to the
Forced No Incentive condition. Thus, the Nonspecific Prosocial incentive reduced bias in
reviews because of two contrasting effects: A negative framing effect, whereby thinking about
helping others led to more negative reviews; and a positive selection effect, whereby thinking
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about helping others led more participants with positive evaluations of their employers to
provide reviews.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
5.1. General Discussion
Employer reviews can be a useful resource for workers in choosing where they want to work.
However, voluntary online reviews may not always be reliable. Using an experiment, we have
shown that the distribution of voluntary employer reviews differs significantly from the
distribution of forced reviews. While selection bias is an issue, we have demonstrated that it is
possible to reduce this bias by providing incentives to review. These incentives are also effective
in a real-world setting, as we demonstrate using data from Glassdoor’s Give-to-Get policy.
Because many aspects of a workplace are only revealed over time when working there, it can
be difficult for prospective employees to assess the desirability of different employers. Online
platforms like Glassdoor can help fill this gap by providing employer reviews from current (and
past) employees. This should in theory help workers make more informed choices. However,
such information is useful only to the extent that it paints a truthful picture of the underlying
distribution of opinion about what it is like to work for different employers. Glassdoor’s use of
incentives through its Give-to-Get policy does appear to decrease selection bias in online
reviews, and can thus better reveal information about the desirability of different employers.
Future research should explore additional incentives-based strategies that can provide a less
biased distribution of employer reviews on websites like Glassdoor.
A key methodological innovation of our paper is in providing unbiased reviews in our
experiment (reviews in the Forced condition). Indeed, the literature on bias in online word of
mouth is typically unable to compare reviews with a meaningful “true” assessment for products
and services. The work by Hu et al. (2009), using a strategy similar to ours, compares the ratings
for a CD on Amazon to the ratings of a group of participants who had to review the CD. They
find that the J-shaped reviews on Amazon can be explained by a combination of “purchasing
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bias” and “reporting bias”: i.e. only people who like the CD tend to buy it, and then, conditional
on buying, extreme opinions are more likely to be reported. Lu and Rui (2017) use a different
strategy to get at “ground truth”: they compare cardiac surgeons’ reviews on RateMD with their
medical outcomes. They show that reviews are correlated with medical outcomes, which
establishes that reviews are informative about this important life outcome. However, their work
does not explicitly treat bias in reviews because they do not compare RateMD reviews with a set
of unbiased reviews. Other studies attempt to resolve this problem by comparing consumers’
reviews to reviews of experts, but this strategy leaves gaps because the two populations tend to
evaluate products and services based on different criteria (Simonson 2016).
Interestingly, we find that the direction of selection bias in Glassdoor data differs to some
extent from that of our MTurk data. Glassdoor voluntary employer ratings were more polarized
in both the positive and negative directions compared to the GTG employer ratings. In contrast,
voluntary non-incentivized MTurk employer ratings were biased only in the negative direction
compared to forced MTurk employer ratings. This inconsistency could be explained in part by
employers’ strategic behavior, as employers may encourage employees to provide positive
reviews on Glassdoor. 4 If employers can exert influence over employees and motivate them to
provide positive reviews, the distribution of voluntary reviews may exhibit more positive
extremes than incentivized reviews (with the negative extremes found in voluntary Glassdoor
reviews attributable to the high motivation to contribute poor reviews for bad employers). In the
MTurk sample, however, employers do not have the ability to motivate positive reviews,
potentially eliminating positive extremes that might otherwise exist. Whatever the reason behind
these differences, both the Glassdoor and MTurk datasets are consistent in two important

4

Note: Glassdoor’s terms of use prohibit employers from providing monetary compensation in exchange
for employees leaving online reviews, and reviews in violation of that policy are removed when
identified. However, it is not a violation of the site’s terms of use to encourage employees to leave
reviews without offering a direct incentive. See: https://www.glassdoor.com/employers/start/commonquestions.htm.
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respects: Both reveal evidence of selection bias in voluntary, non-incentivized reviews, and both
reveal that incentives to provide reviews can reduce bias.

5.2. Incentives As a Way of Reducing Bias in Voluntary Reviews
This research contributes to our understanding of incentives, both monetary and pro-social.
Existing literature suggests that monetary incentives work best when they encourage precisely
the desired behavior and when they are high enough to justify the effort required to attain them
(Gneezy and Rustichini 2000). In line with existing research, we find that the magnitude of
monetary incentives matters, whereby only the high monetary incentive increased the motivation
to review sufficiently to increase response rates and change the review distribution.
Less is known about the factors that determine the efficacy of pro-social incentives. At a
basic level, it is clear that people are motivated by the desire to do good by others because prosocial behavior increases psychological well-being, especially happiness and a sense of meaning
in life (Dunn, Aknin, and Norton 2014; Klein 2017). Here we attempted to provide new insight
into pro-social incentives by unpacking the motivation to help others into either the desire to help
people identify the best employers or the desire to help protect people from the worst employers.
We find that neither of these positive and negative pro-social motivations increased response
rates in our employer reviews, perhaps because it is difficult for people with moderate opinions
of their employers to connect with incentives that ask them to provide reviews of the “best” or
“worst” employers. Moreover, people may be unlikely to believe that their employers are
extreme enough to be the “best” or “worst” employers. For these reasons, persuasion appeals that
emphasize extreme employers in attempt to motivate people to provide online reviews may have
limited efficacy. The subtler pro-social motivations we tested were less effective than the more
generalized and non-specific motivation of providing employer reviews in order to help others.
The present research joins a number of studies finding that social incentives can be just as
effective in motivating behavior as monetary incentives can (e.g. Bandiera, Barankay, and Rasul
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2010; Heyman and Ariely 2004; Huang, Ribeiro, Madhyastha, and Faloutsos 2014). In our case,
the Nonspecific Prosocial incentive increased response rates by the same margin as the High
Monetary incentive did. The commonly cited economic argument in favor of employing social
incentives compared to monetary incentives is that they should be used whenever possible
because they are less costly than monetary incentives. However, our Glassdoor data show that
one can use incentives oriented towards self-gain without an explicit out-of-pocket cost. Recall
that Glassdoor’s GTG policy allows users to see employer information only if they themselves
provide employer reviews or other information such as salary. This incentive is self-oriented, in
that users provide employer reviews mainly to unlock valuable information for themselves. But
this incentive does not cost Glassdoor money, and it in fact benefits the company by increasing
the number of reviews contained in the website while also reducing the selection bias in reviews,
thus improving the overall quality of the service. This will more generally also be the case for
any company that aggregates user data—companies can increase user participation without
expending money to incentivize users by conditioning access to valuable data on user
participation. Thus, in some cases, self-oriented incentives can be as costless as non-monetary
incentives.

5.3. Practical Implications
We have shown that incentives can reduce bias in employer reviews. This suggests that
websites and government surveys alike can use incentives to increase the response rate and
reduce bias. However, it is important to recognize that not all incentives work: in order to
significantly increase response rates, relatively high monetary incentives must be provided,
making this strategy impractical in many cases. Moreover, the precise magnitude of “high”
monetary incentives will differ by context. A certain level of payment can be considered high in
one industry while being considered low in another. Thus, companies and governments will have
to experiment on a small scale to calibrate monetary incentives before rolling them out on a
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larger scale. Using pro-social cues as incentives seems more promising in this respect because
they do not require calibration.
The response rate to government surveys is likely declining in part because people are oversurveyed (Meyer et al. 2015). If all surveyors provide higher incentives, this will not necessarily
improve response rates much because respondents will still be pressed for time. Our finding that
incentives work is nevertheless crucial in a cost-benefit context: if the benefits of a high response
rate and low bias are high enough, there are costly but effective ways of getting these results.

5.4. Online reviews As a Tool For Communicating Reputation: Promise and Perils
The present research also contributes to our understanding of broader issues related to the
advent of online reviews as a means of quickly propagating reputation in the marketplace. There
are obvious advantages to online reviews. They are easily accessible and often free to use, and
therefore have the potential to increase the efficiency of markets and allow consumers to make
more informed and more optimal decisions.
However, online reviews also have less obvious disadvantages. First, consumers’ reviews of
products and services lack objectivity, and often diverge from the opinions of experts (De
Langhe, Fernbach, and Lichtenstein 2015). Second, the consumption of online reviews may not
be systematic. Consumers may engage in selective or incomplete information search when
evaluating reviews (Ariely, 2000; Urbany, Dickson, and Wilkie 1989). For example, existing
research suggests that the characteristics of the choice set affect how people search for
information. Larger choice sets (corresponding to websites with large amounts of consumer
reviews) lead people to stop information search earlier in part to conserve cognitive resources
(Diehl 2005; Payne, Bettman, and Johnson 1988; Iyengar, Wells, and Schwartz 2006). The order
of the reviews people read can also affect when they stop searching for more information, as
existing research finds that search strategies adopted in initial search environments tend to persist
into different search environments (Broder and Schiffer 2006; Levav, Reinholtz, and Lin 2012).
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The interpretation of online reviews may also be susceptible to information-processing biases
observed in other domains (Kahneman and Tversky 1982). For example, consumers may not
intuit the selection biases inherent in employer reviews, failing to appreciate the nonrepresentative polarity of the typical J-shaped review distribution. As another example,
consumers may myopically focus on the “star” rating of a product or a service while failing to
take into account the reference point upon which the rating is based. For example, a financial
start-up company that has an average review score of 4.5 stars will likely differ from an
established investment bank that has the same average review, because the reference point of
employees working in these two companies differ in many ways. However, prospective
employees may not fully account for these inherent differences when evaluating the two
companies, and may instead myopically focus on their similar average ratings. Overall, while
online reviews are an important tool for communicating reputation in the marketplace, their
limitations can be consequential and warrant further study.

5.5. Conclusion
We assess the reliability of online employer reviews and the role that incentives can play in
reducing bias in the distribution of employee opinions. Using data from a leading online
employer rating website Glassdoor, we have shown that voluntary reviews are more likely to be
one star or five stars relative to incentivized reviews. On average, this difference in the
distribution leads to voluntary reviews being slightly more positive than incentivized reviews.
Using an experiment on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, we show that voluntary employer reviews
are biased relative to forced reviews. Forced reviews in our experimental setting provide an
unbiased distribution of reviews that is not available in observational data from Glassdoor, and
allow us to rigorously demonstrate bias in voluntary reviews. Our experiment allows us to show
that certain monetary and pro-social incentives can increase the response rate and also reduce the
bias in voluntary reviews.
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Our results reinforce the conclusion from the existing word-of-mouth literature that users
should know that the distribution of voluntary online reviews can be biased and should be taken
with a grain of salt. At the same time, we also demonstrate that bias in reviews can be reduced by
using adequate incentives. Our results suggest that websites and government entities alike should
experiment with the use of incentives – monetary and pro-social – to increase survey response
rates and thereby reduce bias. Such experimentation has the promise to both improve the quality
of information at consumers’ disposal and allow companies and governments to optimize the
informative signal contained in their surveys.
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Mturk

Glassdoor

Variable

Observations

Mean

SE

Observations

Mean

SE

Age

639

35.462

10.887

188,623

34.314

10.550

Female

639

0.518

0.500

188,623

0.419

0.493

More than 1000 employees

639

0.421

0.494

188,623

0.703

0.457

Education (years)

639

15.283

2.006

188,623

15.505

1.343

Tenure (years)

639

3.563

4.344

188,623

3.543

4.790

Table 1: Summary statistics: Mturk vs. Glassdoor datasets
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Voluntary

Rating

Rating

Is 1 star

Is 1 star

Is 5 stars

Is 5 stars

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.0240***

0.0345***

0.0190***

0.0143***

0.0467***

0.0432***

(0.00800)

(0.00798)

(0.00169)

(0.00169)

(0.00301)

(0.00302)

Age

Female

More than 1000
employees

Education (years)

Tenure (years)

Constant

-0.00881***

0.00225***

-0.000635***

(0.000299)

(7.05e-05)

(0.000104)

-0.120***

0.0147***

-0.0273***

(0.00575)

(0.00128)

(0.00210)

-0.285***

0.00934***

-0.174***

(0.00644)

(0.00141)

(0.00242)

0.0514***

0.00843***

0.00897***

(0.00220)

(0.000524)

(0.000756)

0.00250***

0.00215***

-0.00221***

(0.000636)

(0.000142)

(0.000232)

3.611***

3.349***

0.0639***

0.130***

0.262***

0.290***

(0.00738)

(0.0371)

(0.00155)

(0.00875)

(0.00279)

(0.0128)

Observations

188,623

188,623

188,623

188,623

188,623

188,623

R-squared

0.000

0.022

0.001

0.011

0.001

0.035

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 2: Glassdoor selection bias: more polarized ratings
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Choice

No
incentive

No
incentive

(1)

(2)

(3)

-0.574**

-0.660***

(0.225)

(0.228)

Age

Female

More than 1000
employees

Education (years)

Tenure (years)

Constant

Nonspecific Nonspecific
prosocial
prosocial

Monetary
high

Monetary
high

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.050

-0.017

-0.295

-0.290

(0.190)

(0.192)

(0.200)

(0.216)

-0.004

0.006

-0.009

(0.010)

(0.008)

(0.010)

-0.034

0.284

0.223

(0.225)

(0.176)

(0.207)

-0.473**

-0.464**

-0.319

(0.223)

(0.196)

(0.196)

-0.026

-0.017

-0.053

(0.048)

(0.041)

(0.061)

-0.007

-0.053*

0.005

(0.022)

(0.029)

(0.024)

4.019***

4.846***

4.019***

4.315***

4.019***

5.171***

(0.117)

(0.709)

(0.117)

(0.683)

(0.117)

(1.023)

Observations

90

90

98

98

101

101

R-squared

0.077

0.144

0.001

0.157

0.022

0.074

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 3: Impact of selection and incentives on average ratings in MTurk sample (relative to no
incentive, forced review)
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Choice

Positive
prosocial

Positive
prosocial

Negative
prosocial

Negative
prosocial

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.043

-0.048

-0.047

-0.042

-0.289

-0.236

(0.252)

(0.267)

(0.215)

(0.195)

(0.225)

(0.232)

Age

Female

More than 1000
employees

Education
(years)

Tenure (years)

Constant

Monetary Monetary
low
low

-0.006

0.002

0.004

(0.012)

(0.008)

(0.009)

0.347

0.288

0.034

(0.255)

(0.201)

(0.228)

0.140

-0.616***

-0.366*

(0.262)

(0.201)

(0.210)

0.081

0.031

0.011

(0.063)

(0.046)

(0.049)

0.037

-0.013

-0.005

(0.035)

(0.020)

(0.022)

3.686***

2.391**

4.019***

3.611***

4.019***

3.851***

(0.139)

(1.163)

(0.117)

(0.830)

(0.117)

(0.753)

Observations

88

88

89

89

91

91

R-squared

0.000

0.056

0.001

0.136

0.020

0.055

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4: Impact of selection and incentives on average ratings for incentives that did not
increase response rates in the MTurk sample (relative to no incentive, forced review)
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Monetary high

Monetary low

Negative prosocial

Nonspecific prosocial

Positive prosocial

Rating

Rating

(1)

(2)

-0.001

-0.002

(0.180)

(0.180)

0.022

0.050

(0.187)

(0.191)

-0.325

-0.319

(0.198)

(0.199)

-0.332*

-0.345*

(0.190)

(0.194)

-0.332*

-0.331*

(0.181)

(0.182)

-0.574**

-0.574**

(0.225)

(0.227)

-0.294

-0.297

(0.212)

(0.215)

-0.311

-0.323

(0.241)

(0.243)

0.278

0.273

(0.241)

(0.236)

0.382*

0.402*

(0.212)

(0.213)

0.043

0.029

(0.252)

(0.253)

4.019***

3.645***

(0.117)

(0.378)

Choice*
Control (no incentive)

Monetary high

Monetary low

Negative prosocial

Nonspecific prosocial

Positive prosocial

Constant

Control

X

Observations

546

546

R-squared

0.030

0.039

Robust standard errors in parentheses
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*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 5: Framing effects: do incentives affect forced average ratings in MTurk sample?
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Figure 1: Glassdoor GTG vs. voluntary reviews
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Figure 2: Glassdoor: changes in rankings of frequent industries due to bias
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Figure 3: MTurk experiment: efficacy of different incentives in increasing response rates
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Figure 4: Bias in reviews in the absence of incentives in the MTurk experiment
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Figure 5: No bias in reviews with high monetary incentive (75% payment increase) in the
MTurk experiment
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Figure 6: No bias in reviews with nonspecific prosocial incentives in the MTurk experiment
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Figure 7: Glassdoor GTG vs. Mturk choice, high monetary: similar distributions

